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In Untitled (An Audience), Rodney McMillian rearranges footage of the audience at a Michael Jackson concert to create a sardonic and rhythmic commentary on the human 
impulse to adore.  Jackson is never seen.  Instead the response to his iconic status is elevated to an event in and of itself.  The human fascination with remnants and Michael 
Jackson himself are both themes that prevail in McMillian’s work.   

Taped straight from the television and then imaginatively edited, Untitled (An Audience) shows audience members clapping, swaying, screaming, crying, bobbing and mouthing to 
Jackson’s performance.  The melodies of Michael Jackson though are not the only music at work in this video. With shots that quickly bounce from songs to clapping, clapping to 
cheering and back again, McMillian creates his own rhythm -- his own soundtrack.  For McMillian it was the gaps when Jackson wasn’t being shown that were intriguing.  He 
elaborates on his interest in the audience writing, “I was really interested in … the clips of people in different states of excitement and curiosity and the absence of Jackson himself 
in the piece.  The fragmented sound of his performances and the audience’s responses … These gaps were intriguing to me because they seemed to signify the gaps of 
information about Jackson (even with the myriad of public information about him) and sometimes our own understanding of him in the context of ourselves …”   

Engaging and hypnotic (An Audience) is part found object (a la Marcel Duchamp’s “readymades”), part montage and part musical composition.  In 1952 avant-garde composer 
John Cage wrote a score called “Silence” that instructed musicians to sit on stage doing nothing for four minutes and thirty-three seconds, shifting the focus from the performers to 
sounds emitted by the audience and the surrounding environment.  Similar to Cage’s Silence, Untitled (An Audience) asks us to observe the crowd’s contribution – an ordinarily 
tangential element is now in the spotlight. 

Born in Columbia, South Carolina, McMillian earned his MFA at the California Institute of the Arts and has exhibited internationally, including New York, Mexico City and 
Düsseldorf. His work is in the permanent collection at the Studio Museum in Harlem and has been featured in exhibitions at Art Basel, Miami Beach and the Armory Show in New 
York. 

 


